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Fecha de  Alta

Paint for surfaces affected by occasional dampness. Being highly breathable, it allows occluded water to 
evaporate, preventing the peeling of paint due to the action of humidity. Ideal for ground floors, 
basements, cellars...

HUMEDAD CAPILAR

ANTIHUMEDAD E IMPERMEABILIZAC.FAMILY
LINE

 DESCRIPTION AND NATURE

 USAGES

Indoors
Cement
Plaster
Cement
Concrete
Moisture
Mounting with capillary moisture

 PROPERTIES

Applicability
Penetration power
Water steam transpirable
No sanding necessary for repainting. Non expensive manteinance
Odourless when dry
It improves the hydrical balance withy environment
With antimould additive
- Adhesion on wet surfaces

 TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTCS

Referencia Color TIXOWAY ANTIHUMEDAD ACQUA BLANCO
MattFinish

Specific weight 1,61± 0,05 kg/l
Viscosity 70 +/- 15 PO
Solids in volume 50± 1
Solids in weight 70± 1

Cat. i/BA 140/140 (2007/2010):0,72 g/lVOC
6-9 m²/LAproximated performance by coat

(20ºC, HR: 60%): 2 hoursDry to touch 
(20ºC, HR: 60%): 4-6 hoursDry to repaint 
White. ST colours obtained from BL base.Colours

 SURFACE PREPAIRING

New surfaces
Cement morter:
-Wait till complete drying of product  (30 days minimum).
-Remove off any efflorescences  and neutralize alkaline surfaces.
-Extremely polished surfaces should be sanpapered to open pores.
-Remove off any foreing products or remains.
-Surfaces in bad conditions should be anchored with suitable fixer. (See Family 6).
-Cover surface imperfections with Plastmont Exteriores (See Family 6 to help you choose the most suitable product to prepare 
surfaces).
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-Only apply on clean surfaces free of grease and dust.
-Cover surface imperfections with plaster or putty (See Family 6 to help you choose the most suitable product to prepare 
surfaces).

Restoring and maintenance
1. Remove off old paint completely.
2. Brilliant surfaces should be matted to ensure good adherence.
3. Check paint type and anchoring in painted surfaces to avoid incompatibilities.  Remove off any dust or dirt before painting.
4.Transpiration of painted surfaces will depend upon old coats transpiration.
5.Cover surface imperfections with suitable putty of plaster (See Family 6 to help you choose the most suitable product to 
prepare surfaces).

 WAY OF USE

Application Notes
-Stir product until perfectly homogenized.
-Follow application guidelines shown on table below.
-Do not apply product at high temperatures or overheated surfaces exposed to sunshine.
-Keep room well ventilated  while product is drying.
-So as not to alter drying, adherence or hardening times, it is not advisable to apply the product at low temperatures or at 
humidities greater than 80%.

Solvent for dilution and cleaning
Water

Way of use
Painting brush al uso
Roller al uso
Air-less gun 10-25%

Aproximate dilution

 SYSTEM
Procedures depending of surface type

Primer Intermedium Finish

Inner painted old work in good state

MAX Fijador Tixoway Antihumedad Acqua
STD Tixoway Antihumedad Acqua Tixoway Antihumedad Acqua Tixoway Antihumedad Acqua

Support with mould

MAX Montolimp+ Fijador
STD Montolimp Tixoway Antihumedad Acqua Tixoway Antihumedad Acqua

New work

MAX
STD Fijador Tixoway Antihumedad Acqua

 SECURITY

Do not eat, neither drink, nor smoke during the application. In case of contact with eyes, wash abundantly with clean water. 
Keep away from children. Do not throw in darin. Keep product in dry area, under cover and temperature between 5 to 35°C. 
For further information, please check product safety sheet.

Do not eat, neither drink, nor smoke during the application. In case of contact with eyes, wash abundantly with clean water. 
Keep away from children. Do not throw in darin. Keep product in dry area, under cover and temperature between 5 to 35°C. 
For further information, please check product safety sheet.
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 NOTE

Information here indicated is based on our actual knowledge, laboratory testing and taking in count the practical use under 
specific circumstances.As it is impossible to stablish an adecuate description for every nature and status of the supports to be 
painted, we are unable to warrant the absolute reproductibility in each specific use

Maximum recommended storage time : 24 months since its fabrication in its original packaging perfectly closed, stored 
indoors and at temperatures between 5º and  35ºC

 PACKINGS

0.75 L, 4 L, 12 L

Paint for surfaces affected by occasional dampness. Being highly breathable, it allows occluded water to 
evaporate, preventing the peeling of paint due to the action of humidity. Ideal for ground floors, 
basements, cellars...

FAMILY
LINE

 DESCRIPTION AND NATURE

 USAGES

 PROPERTIES

Applicability
Penetration power
Water steam transpirable
No sanding necessary for repainting. Non expensive manteinance
Odourless when dry
It improves the hydrical balance withy environment
With antimould additive
- Adhesion on wet surfaces

 TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTCS

Referencia Color
MattFinish

Specific weight 1,61± 0,05 kg/l
Viscosity 70 +/- 15 PO
Solids in volume 50± 1
Solids in weight 70± 1

Cat. i/BA 140/140 (2007/2010):0,72 g/lVOC
6-9 m²/LAproximated performance by coat

(20ºC, HR: 60%): 2 hoursDry to touch 
(20ºC, HR: 60%): 4-6 hoursDry to repaint 
White. ST colours obtained from BL base.Colours

 SURFACE PREPAIRING
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New surfaces
Cement morter:
-Wait till complete drying of product  (30 days minimum).
-Remove off any efflorescences  and neutralize alkaline surfaces.
-Extremely polished surfaces should be sanpapered to open pores.
-Remove off any foreing products or remains.
-Surfaces in bad conditions should be anchored with suitable fixer. (See Family 6).
-Cover surface imperfections with Plastmont Exteriores (See Family 6 to help you choose the most suitable product to prepare 
surfaces).
-Only apply on clean surfaces free of grease and dust.
-Cover surface imperfections with plaster or putty (See Family 6 to help you choose the most suitable product to prepare 
surfaces).

Restoring and maintenance
1. Remove off old paint completely.
2. Brilliant surfaces should be matted to ensure good adherence.
3. Check paint type and anchoring in painted surfaces to avoid incompatibilities.  Remove off any dust or dirt before painting.
4.Transpiration of painted surfaces will depend upon old coats transpiration.
5.Cover surface imperfections with suitable putty of plaster (See Family 6 to help you choose the most suitable product to 
prepare surfaces).

 WAY OF USE

Application Notes
-Stir product until perfectly homogenized.
-Follow application guidelines shown on table below.
-Do not apply product at high temperatures or overheated surfaces exposed to sunshine.
-Keep room well ventilated  while product is drying.
-So as not to alter drying, adherence or hardening times, it is not advisable to apply the product at low temperatures or at 
humidities greater than 80%.

Solvent for dilution and cleaning
Water

Way of use
Painting brush al uso
Roller al uso
Air-less gun 10-25%

Aproximate dilution

 SYSTEM
Procedures depending of surface type

Primer Intermedium Finish

Inner painted old work in good state

MAX Fijador Tixoway Antihumedad Acqua
STD Tixoway Antihumedad Acqua Tixoway Antihumedad Acqua Tixoway Antihumedad Acqua

Support with mould

MAX Montolimp+ Fijador
STD Montolimp Tixoway Antihumedad Acqua Tixoway Antihumedad Acqua

New work

MAX
STD Fijador Tixoway Antihumedad Acqua
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 SECURITY

Do not eat, neither drink, nor smoke during the application. In case of contact with eyes, wash abundantly with clean water. 
Keep away from children. Do not throw in darin. Keep product in dry area, under cover and temperature between 5 to 35°C. 
For further information, please check product safety sheet.

Do not eat, neither drink, nor smoke during the application. In case of contact with eyes, wash abundantly with clean water. 
Keep away from children. Do not throw in darin. Keep product in dry area, under cover and temperature between 5 to 35°C. 
For further information, please check product safety sheet.

 NOTE

 PACKINGS

0.75 L, 4 L, 12 L
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